
 

Nesting parameters Special functions 
 

Assisted Nest   

This option causes an additional dialogue to be displayed, which shows a list of parts in the nest 
list. Each part can be selected and placed on the sheet manually allowing selective parts at 
predetermined positions on the sheet. Each part manually placed will be deleted from the nest list 
quantity.   

 

Bridged Nesting 

This will cause Alphacam to attempt to connect the outer toolpaths of nested parts with bridging 
cuts, resulting in reduced time spent feeding the tool into and out of the material. 

 

Cut Small Parts First 

This provides the option to specify additional small part cutting options to nested parts. If 
checked on, paths within the nested sheet operations will be resorted from smallest to largest. 

 

Cut Whole Part Together  

This causes the operations to be reordered so that each part is cut complete before moving to the 
next part. This is used in conjunction with Drill then cut Inner Paths First and NC Code set to 
Linear. 

 

 

Drill then Cut Inner Paths First  

This will cause the operations in the nest to be ordered so that all drilling operations are first, 
followed by any inner tool paths. 

 

Group Each Part Separately  

An Alphacam group is created containing the tool paths and/or geometries in each part as it is 
nested. 

 

Leave Edge Gap Uncut  

Normal nesting will try to position the geometry being cut up to the edge created by the gap at 
edge of sheet. This option ensures that its the outer edge of the outer tool path in each part is 
placed inside the edge gap. 

 

Merge Like Part Quantities 

If checked on, quantities for all parts within the nest list that point to the same drawing file will be 
merged prior to nesting. This is designed to avoid multiple item numbers for identical parts within 
the same nest. 

 

Minimize Sheet Patterns  

This causes nesting to produce fewer distinct part arrangements, minimizing the number of 
unique sheet patterns and therefore reducing the number of NC code programs required. 

 

Minimize Tool Changes  

This causes the operations in the nest to be ordered by tools to minimize tool changes. 

 

Nest Small Parts First  

Nesting will normally try to nest the largest components first unless this option is selected. 

 

Onion Skin Small Parts 

This provides the option to specify additional small part cutting options to nested parts.  



 

Order By Part  

This will cause the operations to be ordered so that all copies of the same part are cut before 
moving to the next part. 

 

Part Quantity Multiplier 

This allows the user to multiply all required part quantities within a nest list upon nesting. Prior to 
nesting, the user is presented with a dialog asking for the multiplier to be used for the nest list to 
be processed. The quantities for each part within that nest list in then multiplied. 

 

Prevent Nesting in Apertures  

This works with parts that have interior cut outs. If the part is programmed correctly, Alphacam 
will see this interior area as potential area to nest smaller parts into the cut out. If you wish 
Alphacam not to nest smaller parts into this cut out area, turn this option on. 

 

Remove Groups  

This will remove any grouping that has been assigned to any parts prior to the nesting operation. 

 

Re-Multidrill 

For already Multidrilled parts to be re-drilled during the nesting process. This allows for drilling 
optimization (movement) to be done on a per sheet basis, rather than per part basis. In most 
cases, this dramatically increases cycle times. In addition, this allows for Multidrilled parts to be 
rotated within the nested sheet – increasing yield. 

 

Repeat First Row/Column  

This is only applicable when one part is being nested and the nest is required in strips. 

 

Suppress Final Sort  

When Alphacam does a nest the last thing it does is to resort the tool paths. Sometimes this will 
change the original order of the tool paths and can result in the part being cut from the sheet 
before some inner tool paths have been cut. Therefore, Suppress Final Sort stops Alphacam re-
ordering the tool paths after it has nested. 

 

Suppress Redraw 

This gives a significant speed improvement when running very large nests. Simply suppressing 
the drawing of each sheet until the nest is complete saves time. 

 

Try Rotated Part First on all Parts   

Normally the first part tried in the nest will be in its original position this option causes rotated 
part to be tried first. 

 

Use Name Identifiers 

This allows the names of the parts to be placed on the nested parts within the sheet.  If this option 
is not used, the index number will be placed on the part instead. 

 


